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Excellent work! That 
helped us a lot to 
beautify the image of 
our restaurants.

Remy Manso - Chimi 
Churri, Toro Toro, Manso, 
Daiwelskichen, Batucada, 
JFK

Completely satisfied, the result of his photos is simply the work of 
someone enthusiast and professional who offers all its expertise to 
provide the highest level. The return was not waiting. The publi-
cations were highly beneficial and positive to the shop.

Telmo Oliveira, Manager Semeraro Clothing

RestauRants semeRaRo clothing

As usual we chose one of the best photographers of the country in 
order to properly highlight our latest concept Adikt Barber. Very 
satisfied with the work done and our agreement and above all it 
was a great help to run the shop.

Neyssan, Adikt Ink, A design, Adikt Barber & Flashback Events

adikt adikt

Always a pleasure to 
work with you. Very 
good job and very 
professional. I look 
forward to future 
projects

David Papel, Adikt Ink, 
A design, Adikt Barber & 
Flashback Events

Very pleased with the work. Its was so well done that comedians 
took the pictures for their profile pictures on Facebook.  
Thank you for your sympathy, your spontaneity and your profes-
sionalism.

Ange Patrick Boghué, Le Jamel Comedy Club - Co-organisateur

events



The Place
[“business place or event”]

Give another look at your Place with quality photos or videos and 
an dedicated and ionspiring article about how special your Place is.

 
Present your Place to your clients in a totally different way and give 

them curiosaty to visit you. 

We offer a complete solution to obtain visibility in the web 
and social networks.

Services
We come to your business place / event

-
We take great pictures or realize a short video

-
We write a dedicated article

-
We promote the dedicated article including  

pictures or video
-

Audience up to more than 20 000 people
-

www.theplace.lu


